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a b s t r a c t
This study tests whether mutual fund shareholders continue to
trade in response to fund returns after they make their initial
investment in fund shares. It decomposes the relationship between
fund returns and shareholder ﬂow in a large, proprietary panel of
all shareholder transactions in one midsize no-load mutual fund
family. Results show that both new and old shareholders buy
shares during periods of good returns; however, shareholder outﬂow is essentially unrelated to fund returns. This lack of a
return-sell relationship is not driven by locked-in pension assets,
shareholders’ ignorance of ongoing fund returns, or embedded capital gains. However, there is evidence that exchanges between
equity funds in the family are related more strongly to returns of
the destination fund than to returns of the origination fund. This
may indicate that ﬂow between equity mutual funds is driven by
shareholders buying new funds rather than selling old funds.
Supermarket shareholders are smart insofar as they exchange into
funds that subsequently outperform their prior funds during their
individual holding periods.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Agency problems are pervasive in economics. The literature analyzes a wide range of tools that
stakeholders in various organizations deploy to protect their interests from self-serving managers.
In the context of open-end mutual funds, Fama and Jensen (1983) suggest that the traditional tools
are relatively unimportant because most of the shareholder-manager agency conﬂicts are resolved
through shareholders’ transactions. Their argument is based on two key characteristics of mutual
funds that differentiate funds from industrial companies and other organizations. First, shareholders
directly affect the amount of assets the manager controls through their buys and sells. Second, the
manager’s compensation is proportional to the fund’s total net assets and is, therefore, largely determined by shareholders’ individual buys and sells.2 In other words, Fama and Jensen (1983) argue that
the agency problem in mutual funds can be solved if shareholders incentivize the manager to work hard
by ‘‘rewarding” him with inﬂow after he posts good returns and ‘‘punishing” him with outﬂow after he
posts poor returns.3
The mutual fund literature documents a strong link between shareholders’ transactions and the
manager’s incentives: Ippolito (1992), Patel et al. (1994), Gruber (1996), and others show that fundlevel net shareholder ﬂow is positively correlated with lagged fund returns. However, more recent research has just started to explore the fund-level relationship between gross shareholder ﬂow and fund
returns. Edelen (1999), Bergstresser and Poterba (2002), Goetzmann and Massa (2003), Del Guercio
and Tkac (2008), O’Neal (2004), and others suggest that although gross inﬂow is related to past returns, gross outﬂow is not. The asymmetric response to lagged returns is puzzling.
This paper builds upon the existing gross-ﬂow studies by decomposing, for the ﬁrst time, the return-ﬂow relationship within the fund using shareholder-level data that links together individual
shareholders’ transactions through time, trade by trade.4 The central question of interest is whether
shareholders are equally responsive to returns after they make their initial investment in fund shares
as they are at account opening. The ﬁrst contribution of this paper is a comparison of shareholders’ account-opening buys with their post-opening buys. The second contribution is a series of tests that drill
down to see why shareholders’ sells are unrelated to returns.
Studying trading differences between ‘‘new” shareholders’ account-opening buys and ‘‘old” shareholders’ subsequent transactions will shed light on the incentives of fund managers. For example, if
old shareholders neither buy nor sell in response to ongoing returns, the manager could choose investment policies designed to attract new shareholders—in an attempt to increase fund size and his compensation—even if those policies are costly for old shareholders. Along these lines, Brown et al. (1996)
show that managers might alter portfolio risk in a way that harms old shareholders in an effort to increase their own compensation. Barclay et al. (1998) argue that fund managers make excessive distributions at the expense of old shareholders in an attempt to be more attractive to new shareholders.
Christofferson and Musto (2002) suggest that the manager can proﬁtably raise the fees that old shareholders pay in an existing fund while simultaneously opening a clone fund with lower fees (and a correspondingly higher expected return) for new shareholders.
Understanding trading differences between new and old shareholders will also shed light on some
of the frictions shareholders face when they trade. For example, if it is costly for shareholders to pay
attention to ongoing performance after making their initial investment in fund shares, shareholders’
account-opening buys would be more sensitive than their subsequent buys and sells to returns. The
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More precisely, the fund’s expense ratio includes a proportional management fee that compensates the investment advisor for
its services. The investment advisor presumably chooses a compensation contract for the fund manager that aligns the advisor’s
and manager’s incentives.
3
In some principal-agent models, principals acquire private information when they assess the agent. In the case of common
stocks, for example, investors would not trade on the basis of public information because the stock price already incorporates that
information. In the case of mutual funds, however, it may be possible to gain from trading on public information because funds
always trade at NAV. In particular, managerial quality is never incorporated in the price of open-end mutual funds (see Gruber
(1996, p. 807) and Berk and Green (2004)).
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There are other papers that use shareholder-level mutual fund data in other contexts. Goetzmann and Massa (2002) identify
momentum and contrarian shareholders in a few Fidelity index mutual funds. Johnson (2004) measures shareholders’ investment
horizons in one mutual fund family. Niehaus and Shrider (2006) study how shareholders choose which fund in their portfolio to
sell using data from a full-service broker/dealer. Ivković and Weisbenner (2006) explore behavioral issues that inﬂuence
shareholder redemptions in one brokerage house.

